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What does lake stewardship mean to you?

Original artwork submitted by 
Shelley Rau, Sandy Bottom Pond

Photograph & comment submitted by David Hodsdon, Clary Lake

Photograph & comment submitted by
Robert O’Brien, Duckpuddle Pond

Photograph & comment submitted by Lisa Hall, 
Crescent Lake

Living on the shore of Clary Lake makes it possible for me to enjoy the changing 
seasons.  Ice-out is one of the more fun times. The split in the ice starts this way 
every spring, and ice-out follows rapidly in a few days.  This event means that 
water quality monitoring will be starting soon.

Lake stewardship is a very pleasant and 
meaningful way of “giving back” to the state of 
Maine and our wee little pond… and the dogs 
really enjoy helping me with all the [Secchi] 
measurements, too!

I believe that my 
participating in lake 
stewardship NOW will 
allow the continuation of 
family traditions through 
many generations to 
come.

LAKES ARE ANTICIPATION
When we were little we were bundled into the back seat of the car before dawn to arrive at dark at our grandmother’s lake in northern Maine where we 
hoped to hear the loons at night and by day let sunfish nibble our toes as we stood on rocks waist deep in clear waters. It was hoped we could beat our dad 
in skipping a rock more than 22 times when the lake’s surface swelled with calm. We also anticipated catching baby frogs in the shallow reeds and finding 
crayfish under stones we would endlessly turn over. One night we stood on the shore anticipating the moment when our mother, rowing the boat, would 
arrive in the sparkling path created by the full moon.
I anticipated every summer paddling to the backwaters to find a water lily where I could drink in the intoxicating fragrance, sticking my nose deep into 
the feathery yellow center, without breathing in ants and without tipping over the canoe.
Whenever we climbed a mountain in August we would find a place along a lake’s shore and plunge our sweaty bodies into the clear, restorative 
coolness.
And now every late March I roll down the window and drive down the dark road with the warming air listening for the high pitch, omnidirectional 
voice of spring peepers.  
I await black ice to skate, slide, or lie on it to peer into a dark world of mystery where air bubbles caught in the frozen water only add to the sense 
of outer space. Once I found what I thought were carrots on the bottom of a pond, but when they slowly moved I discerned goldfish in a hypnotic 
state; another time I paced a muskrat swimming beneath my feet. 
Just a couple of years ago my husband and I came upon several moose as we paddled our kayaks in the same water as one immersed in front of us; 
we sat motionless waiting for her to lumber onto the embankment. I want to go back and I will.
Lakes are full of life and surprises; each foray onto or into one is an adventure: a rose pogonia, a loon chick on its parent’s back, a deer drinking, a 
raccoon catching a fish, a dragonfly on a sedge, turtles biting each other, an otter diving for mussels, baby mink swimming in circles chasing each other, 
an eagle low overhead, a muskrat eating a spatterdock blossom, a highbush blueberry loaded with fruit, a father showing his son how to drill a hole for 
ice fishing.
Yes, lakes and ponds are anticipation, once in your blood. I know because they are what I dream of.

Bunny Wescott, Panther Pond  (Read during program 9:10-9:15)

Stewardship is a selfish act. 
At the same time it is a selfless act.

It is dichotomous as, it is active and passive, 
it is for oneself and it is for others, it is giving 
and it is taking, it is sowing and it is reaping, 
it is doing and desisting, but it is a quid pro 
quo arrangement. What we endeavor to do in 
caring for or managing or shepherding requires 
knowledge and wisdom for a future gain or 
maintenance of that which we care about. It 
can be a guilt trip as in the biblical sense of 
being grateful for God’s gift and paying back, 
or it can be a paying-it-forward as a longing for 
continuance, which can be a joyful expression 
or, at least a pragmatic acknowledgement of 
necessity for a purpose deemed beneficial.
It implies future, as it is a commitment 
over time, not a one-shot deal.  An action 
or purposeful non-action implies hope or 
expectation of reward.  And that reward 
has a personal element that can take any 
direction, as one being cannot take care of all 
of creation.  So it is a cultivating, a symbiosis, 
a sustainability, a responsibility for something 
inherited, not created, all of which implies 
gratitude, whence cometh joy and expectation 
and hope and gain. And so we come full circle.  
Being a steward means sustained tending for 
something one cares about and having faith in 
its bearing fruit.

Bunny Wescott, Panther Pond 

Original musical composition, 
“Daybreak on the Pond”,

by Rick Rau, Sandy Bottom 
Pond (Played during 11:45-

11:50 segment)

Digitally enhanced photo
by Eileen Burnell, Watchic Lake


